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Hull #24 of our Marlow Explorer 53E series is currently on her way from our environmentally green 

factory in Xiamen, China and will make her arrival just prior to the start of Miami Boat Show. Her 

gleaming Shark Gray colored hull with Matterhorn White superstructure is sure to be a head turner. 

Symmetrical stairs from the swim platform lead up to an inviting furnished aft deck which 

accommodates several guests in artistic comfort.  

The spacious salon reveals elegance and artistic details with teak and ebony satin finished floors 

throughout.  Relaxing on the ultra leather seating in the salon and pilothouse, the noise of the outside 

fades to a whisper due to the most sophisticated sound and structural engineering available. Complex 

engineering using custom tempered, curved and laminated glazing twice as thick as normally found 

allow visibility from the forward galley to the transom.  

The exceptionally large semi enclosed bridge command center features design innovations including 

a Summer Kitchen under the hardtop for full cookouts or impromptu burger in the sun. A dedicated 

boat deck becomes party central by launching the dinghy with its custom handling equipment. 

Outstanding spatial engineering and usage of space age material results in the largest master stateroom 

near this size range featuring noteworthy owner and guest amenities in three cabins.  The centerline 

king bed in the master stateroom with his and her heads affords both luxurious and comfortable 

lifestyle while aboard for owners and lucky guests. The innovative arrangement plan allows today’s 

lifestyle to flourish surrounded by modern amenities. 

Installed with Caterpillar 12.9L 850hp engines, the machinery room offers full standing headroom and 

360 degree access.  Exceptional form stability offers comfort on a cocktail cruise or a world voyage 

unavailable in any similar vessel. 
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Full Stack Infusion© developed by the Bright Minds at Marlow and well proven since 2002 on the 

oceans of the world add substantial value in performance, including significantly greater volume and 

headroom while keeping the distinctive and well recognized style low profile we are known for.  

The tradition continues as we strictly adhere to “Building Simply the Best”, regardless of size. 

We look forward to welcoming you at the Miami Boat Show on Pier 8 at the Miami 

Marine Stadium on Virginia Key. 

 

Marlow Explorer 53E Specifications 

 

Centerline Length:  56’ 7” 

Length Waterline:  53’ 0” 

Beam:    17’ 3” 

Draft:    4’ 6” 

Displacement:  66,000 lbs 

Fuel:    1200 gals 

Water:   300 gals 

 

 

North American and International Inquiries: 

 

Web:  www.marlowyachts.com 

Email:  sales@marlowyachts.com 

Phone: 800-362-2657 
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